Lapland Hotels Olos charms visitors with its unique and modern accommodation choices, auditorium with room for 600 persons, high-class conference services, and gourmet experiences provided by Restaurant Takka. The latest movie premieres are also shown in the fabulous auditorium of Olos Polar Center.

248 ACCOMMODATION CHOICES

140 hotel rooms
- Hotel rooms for two or one. Hotel rooms located in the log building have one or two separate beds. The same building hosts also the hotel’s Log Restaurant.
- High-class superior rooms for two in the hotel main building. The rooms have a sauna, kitchen and separate beds, and some of the rooms have also a sofa-bed. A view overlooking either Pallastunturi or Olos fell. There is a lift in the hotel.
- Luxury Suite. High-class suites at the slopes overlooking either Pallastunturi or Olos fell. The room has two beds and a convertible sofa-bed for two. A well-equipped kitchen, hot tub and sauna. There is a lift in the hotel.

69 holiday apartments
- Apartment sizes vary between 31 and 54 m². The two-story apartment hotel is built with ecological materials and is located right next to Polar Kota Restaurant and the slopes. The apartments have a mini-kitchen with tableware and a sauna. The apartments have two beds, and the larger apartments have one bedroom and a sleeping alcove with two separate beds in each. Some apartments have a private entrance/balcony.
- Holiday apartments built with laminated logs, 1–3 bedrooms, a kitchen-living area, fireplace and sauna. Within walking distance (100–400 m) from the hotel. There are two beds and a TV in the bedrooms. There is a convertible sofa-bed for two in the living room.
- High-class holiday apartments built with round logs, located 100 m from the hotel, featuring 1–3 bedrooms, a kitchen-living area, fireplace and sauna. There are beds for two and a TV in the bedrooms. There is an extra bed option in the living room either on a sofa-bed or a chair-bed. Two apartments have a loft with two box spring beds.

SERVICES IN THE AREA
- Olos Ski Centre
- Lapland Safaris programme services
- Ski school Kellokhaat
- First-snow track

CONTACT INFORMATION
Oloshotteliintie 25, 99300 Muonio
+358 (0)16 536 111
olos@laplandhotels.com